Estancia High School Theater Project 110-22
Addendum No. 02

Proposers:

The following changes, additions, deletions, modifications or corrections, identified in the enclosed page(s) shall become a part of response Documents for the above mentioned Bid. All other Terms and Conditions of the original documents shall remain in effect. The Respondent shall be responsible for transmitting this information to all affected subcontractors, if applicable.

GENERAL:

Delete and Replace the following due dates in the Notice Inviting Bids:

1. Bid Due Date: January 18, 2022 at 2:00 PM

DRAWINGS AND SPECIFICATIONS CHANGES:

1. Delete and Replace select Plans and Specifications in their entirety per Addendum No. 2.

ADDITIONS TO SPECIAL CONDITIONS:

1. PROCEDURE 5 WORK PLAN: This document is in reference to the suspect asbestos-containing material per Addendum #2, Sheet CD200, Removal Note #8, and is part of the procurement and contracting requirements for this project.

ADDENDUM No. 02 ATTACHMENTS:

- 2022-01-05_EHS_ADDENDUM 2_DRAWINGS
- EHS_ADDENDUM 2_SPECS
- NMUSD - EHS Theater - Bid Addendum 2_Narrative_Drawings
- NMUSD - EHS Theater - Bid Addendum 2_Narrative_Specs
- Estancia HS Theater Transite Procedure 5

END OF ADDENDUM